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The interaction between surface plasmons (SP) and magnetic behavior has generated great research interest
due to its potential for future magneto-optical devices with ultra-high sensitivity and ultra-fast switching.
Here we combine two surface sensitive effects: magnetic second-harmonic generation (MSHG) and SP to
enhance the detection sensitivity of the surface magnetization in a single-crystal iron film. We show that the
MSHG signal can be significantly enhanced by SP in an attenuated total reflection (ATR) condition, and that
the magnetic contrast can be varied over a wide range by the angle-of-incidence. Furthermore, the magnetic
contrast of transverse and longitudinal MSHG display opposite trends, which originates from the change of
relative phase between MSHG components. This new effect enhances the sensing of magnetic switching,
which has potential usage in quaternary magnetic storage systems and bio-chemical sensors due to its very
high surface sensitivity and simple structure.

M
agneto-plasmonics (MP) describes hybrid systems where plasmonics and magnetic properties coexist,
and has great potential for magneto-optical (MO) devices1. The magnetic contrast plays an important
role in MP systems and can be defined as C 5 [I(1M) 2 I(2M)]/[I(1M) 1 I(2M)], where I(1M) and

I(2M) are intensities for the two magnetization states. For example, in an active MP system, the modulation of
surface plasmon wave vector can be expressed as a function of magnetic contrast2; in a new generation of bio-
chemical sensing devices based on MP effect, the enhancement of sensitivity is a direct result of the reflection shift
induced by the magnetic contrast3–6; and in more general cases, a high magnetic contrast is desirable for MO
device applications because of the better signal-to-noise ratio revealing strong coupling between light and
magnetic property. In this article, we demonstrate a large variation of magnetic contrast with nonlinear mag-
neto-plasmonics (NMP). Here NMP refers to the nonlinear optical response from a MP system.

As a surface sensitive magneto-optical effect, magnetic second-harmonic generation (MSHG) is sensitive to the
interface or surface magnetization where the inversion symmetry is broken. MSHG contains nonzero magnetic
components of the second-order nonlinear susceptibility tensor which makes MSHG extremely sensitive to subtle
modifications of the spin-polarized electronic structure of transition metal surfaces7–11, the same region where
surface plasmons (SP) are present. The surface sensitivity of MSHG is different from the bulk effect of magneto-
optical Kerr effect (MOKE)12,13, which is often used in MP systems. Historically, one dilemma for MP systems is
that the noble metal layer supports high quality SP, but a very large magnetic field (several Tesla) is needed to
achieve MO activity. On the other hand, the ferromagnetic (FM) layer exhibits large MO activity, which makes it
possible to make real MO devices, but the high losses in the FM layer causes an over-damping of plasmon
resonance, and thus impairs the strength of SP14,15. The prevailing configuration, noble metal/FM/noble metal
heterostructures2–6,10–12, combines the strength of good quality SP and large MO effect, but makes the structure
complex and separates the source of SP and magnetization which compromises the coupling between them. The
unique feature of NMP based on MSHG technique is the combination of the two surface sensitive effects, which
makes it of interest for bio-chemical sensors.

We note here that work performed by Razdolski et al.16 showed an enhanced contrast ratio of transverse MSHG
by surface plasmon. The authors attributed this enhancement to a change in phase difference between magnetic
and non-magnetic responses. In this article, we find that the contrast ratios of transverse and longitudinal MSHG
exhibit different trends when changing the angle-of-incidence. Moreover, we clearly separate the L- and T-
component by studying the anisotropy and the two-jump hysteresis loops from a single-crystal Fe film, while
others did not. We developed formulas for the two-jump switching loop to extract the ratios of magnitude and the
phase differences between magnetic and non-magnetic components for both L- and T-MSHG, while only the
longitudinal one has been studied previously11. This new effect enhances the sensing of magnetic switching, which
has potential usage in quaternary magnetic storage systems because it enables the read-out of all four magnet-
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ization states from crystalline iron with high contrast ratio, and it is
also of interest for bio-chemical sensor applications due to its very
high surface sensitivity and simple structure.

Here, all experiments are carried out on single-crystalline iron
films grown on MgO (001) substrates17 (see Supplementary
Information – sample growth and characterization), which show
unique magnetic switching behavior due to cubic magneto-crystal-
line anisotropy. The two-step switching characteristic of the Fe film
generated by its cubic magnetic anisotropy18–20 (Fig. 1) allows us to
simultaneously study both longitudinal (L) and transverse (T) com-
ponent for MSHG and MOKE. The L-component corresponds to the
magnetization (M) component parallel to the plane-of-incidence, i.e.
along the axis [2110], while T-component is perpendicular7, i.e.
along the axis [110]. The magnetization of a thin Fe film is always
in the sample plane if the external magnetic field (H) is applied
parallel to the surface. The cubic magnetic anisotropy of single-crys-
tal iron leads to two easy axes ([100] and [010]) and two hard axes
([110] and [2110]), and the magnetization tends to align along the
easy axes (Fig. 1). Beginning from an initial state MI along [100], with
increasing magnetic field along [2110], the magnetization over-
comes the hard axis [110], which causes a change in the longitudinal
magnetic component (MI to MII). As H increases further, the mag-
netization overcomes another hard axis [2110], which causes a
change in the transverse magnetic component (MII to MIII). We note
that the jumps from MII to MIII and MIV to MI are possible because
the external magnetic field can never be perfectly parallel to the hard
axis [2110], and a slight mis-orientation can cause such jumps. In
the MSHG and MOKE hysteresis loops, each magnetization state
corresponds to different signal intensity, I(M). The L-jump occurs
at low coercivity while the T-jump happens at higher coercivity,
because H is applied along the longitudinal direction and only a small
field is needed to switch the L-component. From the two-jump hys-
teresis loops the L- and T- components can be separated clearly and
studied simultaneously.

Results
We use the Kretschmann-Raether configuration21 to excite the SP in
our experiments (Fig. 2a). For a P-polarized incident beam, the
reflection is maximized when the total reflection angle (h 5 40u) is
reached. The reflection decreases sharply when the incident angle
increases further, which is called attenuated total reflection (ATR).
The ATR curve can be explained by the coupling of light energy into
the SP on the metal surface. The intensity of the electro-magnetic

field on the metal surface at the metal-air interface becomes
enhanced under the ATR condition, and reaches its maximum at
the bottom of the ATR curve for noble metals22,23. For iron, the ATR
curve is stretched out due to absorption, i.e., strong damping
(Fig. 2b).

Figure 2b shows an enhancement of MSHG intensity by SP of
more than one order of magnitude. In addition, the magnetic con-
trast becomes very large under ATR condition. Note that the SP-
enhanced MSHG at the metal/air interface is much greater than that
at the substrate/metal interface24, so that MSHG at the MgO-Fe
interface is not being considered. For iron, the width of ATR is very
large and the difference of incident angle for highest field strength
and minimum of ATR curve is also large. As shown in reference 24,
the maximum of the MSHG signal does not coincide with the highest
field strength.

Figure 2c shows MSHG hysteresis loops taken at different incident
angles, h5 41u, 41.5u, 47.5u, and 52.5u. There is no magnetic contrast
at the angle of total reflection (h5 40u). For h5 41uATR just begins,
the hysteresis loop shows clear contrast with only the L-component
switching at H 5 5 Oe. The switching of T-component at H 5 40 Oe
begins to appear at h 5 41.5u, but the L-component still dominates
the switching. With increasing incident angle (h 5 47.5u), the T-
component becomes more enhanced, and eventually by h 5 52.5u,
where the reflection is very small and close to the bottom of the ATR
curve, the T-component dominates the hysteresis loop. For compar-
ison, Fig. 2d shows hysteresis loops for SP-enhanced MOKE. At h 5

41u and 41.5u, the T-component is negligible. At larger angles, h 5

47.5u and h 5 52.5u, the T-component becomes enhanced but
remains at a relatively low level as compared to the L-component.
This important observation demonstrates the large variation of L-
and T-component in MSHG, which is absent in MOKE. There is no
such huge effect for MSHG under normal reflection geometry or
MSHG under Kretschmann-Raether configuration with S-polarized
fundamental field. In the following, we elucidate the origin of the
observed effect in terms of magnetic contrast.

The magnetic contrast for a one-jump hysteresis loop can be
expressed as7:

C~
I(zM){I({M)

I(zM)zI({M)
, ð1Þ

where I(1M) and I(2M) are intensities for the two magnetization
states. The magnetic contrast can be understood as the height of the
jump in the hysteresis loop divided by the average intensity of both

Figure 1 | Crystalline magnetic anisotropy and two-jump switching. A magnetically anisotropic material like Fe will align its magnetic moment with

one of the easy axes ([100] and [010]), which are energetically favorable directions. A very small external field H applied along the longitudinal direction,

i.e. the hard axis [2110], can switch the magnetization from MI to MII because H is applied along the jump direction (L-jump). On the other hand, a

much larger field is required to switch M transverse to the direction of H (T-jump), i.e., from MII to MIII. Each magnetization state corresponds to

different signal intensity, I(M), in the hysteresis loop.
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magnetizations. In the same way, we define the T- and L- magnetic
contrast for two-jump hysteresis loop as (see Supplementary
Information: Magnetic contrast of two-jump hysteresis loop):

CT~
(I(MIII){I(MII))z(I(MIV ){I(MI))

I(MI)zI(MII)zI(MIII)zI(MIV )
and

CL~
(I(MIII){I(MIV ))z(I(MII){I(MI))

I(MI)zI(MII)zI(MIII)zI(MIV )
,

ð2Þ

where MI, MII, MIII and MIV are depicted in Fig. 1. We note that CL

and CT are directly related to the direction of the magnetization,
rather than the external magnetic field. This means that the same
contrast ratios are obtained when the external magnetic field H is
applied along the longitudinal or transverse direction, i.e. hard axis
[2110] or [110].

Figure 3 shows the magnetic contrast of MSHG and MOKE as a
function of the incident angle, together with the ATR curve with H
applied along the transverse direction, i.e. the hard axis [110]. The
most important finding is that for MSHG, CL ( ) and CT ( )
can be varied by the SP resonance with opposite trend. We call this
control of magnetic contrast with nonlinear magneto-plasmonics. CL

initially increases sharply when ATR begins and reaches its max-
imum at around 42.5u, but then decreases as h increases further, until
it totally disappears at around 55u. In contrast, CT increases slowly
and steadily over the whole range. This trend is independent of the
setting of analyzer.

For MOKE, CT ( ) qualitatively follows the same trend as the
MSHG, but the SP field enhancement is not nearly as strong because
MOKE is a bulk effect. For longitudinal MOKE, CL ( ) shows only
a small change as a function of the angle-of-incidence. The small
minimum which occurs where CL (MSHG) reaches a maximum

indicates a small SP field enhancement in the longitudinal MOKE
which interferes destructively with the bulk MOKE signal.

Discussion
To elucidate the origin of the large variation in the MSHG contrast
ratios, we studied CT and CL as a function of the angular position a of

Figure 2 | Schematic of Nonlinear Magneto-Plasmonics, ATR curve, and MSHG and MOKE hysteresis loops. (a), Experimental configuration for

surface plasmon excitation and detection of MSHG and MOKE by ATR configuration, where h is the incident angle and the external magnetic field H is

applied along the longitudinal direction, i.e. the hard axis [2110]. (b), ATR and SP-enhanced MSHG curves. (c), MSHG hysteresis loops. The T-

component increases with incident angle until it dominates the switching process, while the L-component decreases. (d), MOKE hysteresis loops. The T-

component remains small even for very large incident angles, while the L-component remains mostly unchanged.

Figure 3 | Magnetic contrast of MSHG and MOKE under ATR. For

MSHG, the magnetic contrast for the L-component initially increases but

then decreases as the incident angle increases, while the T-component

steadily increases. In contrast, for MOKE the L-component does not

change much over the total reflection, and the enhancement of the T-

component is also limited. The external magnetic field H is applied along

the transverse direction, i.e. the hard axis [110].
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the analyzer11,25 (a 5 0 corresponds to p-polarization). The magnetic
contrasts can be expressed as [see Supplementary Information for
details]:

CL~2
kL tan(a) cos(QL)

1zk2
Tzk2

L tan2(a)
and CT~2

kT cos(QT )

1zk2
Tzk2

L tan2(a)
ð3Þ

where kT and kL are the ratios of magnitude between the magnetic
and non-magnetic MSHG response for T- and L-magnetization
components, both of which are composed of fundamental fields
and corresponding effective susceptibility tensors. QT and QL are
the phase differences between the magnetic and non-magnetic
MSHG response for T- and L-magnetization components, respect-
ively. We note that when kT 5 0, the expression for CL becomes
identical to the one for the one-jump MSHG hysteresis loop mea-
sured in the L-geometry. Furthermore, kT and QT can only be
obtained from the two-jump MSHG hysteresis loop, because Eq.
(3) becomes meaningless without kL and a.

Figures 4a and 4b show the ratios of magnitude and phase differ-
ences as a function of incident angle under ATR condition for T- and
L-magnetization components, respectively. The ratios kT and kL

hardly change within experimental errors and hence cannot account
for the large variation. In contrast, QL exhibits a large monotonic
increase from 72u to 90u over the ATR range, while QT decreases
from 88u to 77u. This trend is consistent with the large decrease of
CL and the steady increase of CT with increasing incident angle under
ATR. Therefore, the large variation of magnetic contrast originates
from the change of relative phases caused by SP. The phase difference
between magnetic and non-magnetic components of MSHG signal is
known to be related to the relative orientation of magnetization and
the wave vector of fundamental fields16,26. Since the L- and T- mag-
netization components are normal to each other, CT and CL display
opposite trends.

In summary, we have demonstrated control of magnetic contrast
in single-crystalline iron film with nonlinear magneto-plasmonics.
Such a system opens the way for simultaneously investigating both
longitudinal and transverse magnetization components regardless of
the external magnetic field. By studying MSHG hysteresis loops as a
function of incident angle and polarization angle, and by fitting the
magnetic contrasts to theoretical formulas, we find that the observed
effect originates from the change of relative phase between magnetic
and non-magnetic MSHG components caused by surface plasmons.
This new effect has potential applications in quaternary magnetic
storage systems and is also of interest for bio-chemical sensor appli-
cations.
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